We secure over one million end-users all around Europe
with professional Cyber-Security Solutions.

SEPPmail is a Swiss email security solution to maximize
communication security
The multiple award-winning email
encryption approaches of the SEPPmail
portfolio guarantee professional, costeffective and future-proof solutions for a
secure and user-friendly email
communication.

Whether required by law (e.g. GDPR) or
recommended by the organization:
electronic communication via email has to
be secured and protected.
SEPPmail does this reliably and precisely like
a Swiss watch, thanks to

For detailed questions and support around
SEPPmail, please send us an email:

Fully automated encryption of all
email traffic in the background.

info@cyqueo.com
Or give us a call:

SEPPmail Secure Email Gateway is a
patented encryption solution to secure
electronic communication. Simple
administration and seamless integration
into existing email-systems make SEPPmail
an absolutely user-friendly solution to gain
highest email-security-level.

+49 89 45 220 94 -0
CYQUEO (based in Munich, Germany) is a
leading SEPPmail-Partner for a few years
now. We provide SEPPmail as an appliance,
VM or cloud service hosted in our own
CYQUEO data center.

The SEPPmail Large File Transfer allows the
electronic transport of oversized files via
email, without any software installation on
the recipients side – GDPR conformity
included.

Our CYQUEO service team is highly
experienced with email-security in general
and with SEPPmail in detail.

CYQUEO secures your digital
communication and business processes

Improvement

Troubleshooting

Mastering the heavily increasing cyber threat
situation, organisations need proactive steps to be
planned and executed rapidly.

Deployment

Due to our vast experience with a large number of
customers in various fields, we are able to adapt your
it security needs very quickly.
Find out more about our services and customers on
www.cyqueo.com
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Get answers to all your questions. Give us a call or send us an email: +49 89 45 220 94 - 0 | info@cyqueo.com
CYQUEO GmbH | Kistlerhofstraße 75 | D-81379 München
www.cyqueo.com/en/ | twitter.com/cyqueo | linkedin.com/company/cyqueo
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